
MICROCONTROLLER THESIS PROPOSAL

could someone please help me come up with an idea related to this topic, a thesis proposal, even past thesis proposals
that need some.

In this project, a PIC microcontroller based servo motor control is designed. We have to arrange one IR sensor
for each road; these sensors always sense the traffic on that particular road. Such robots can even assist fire
fighters. Alcohol Detection with Vehicle Controlling : An intelligent solution for detecting drunken persons
and avoiding accidents is implemented here. Solar photovoltaic panel acts as the input to the system. Real time
clock is a very useful time maintain system which runs even in the absence of power. This system is typically
employed to secure bank lock and The function of this voice recognition security system is to have a system
that will only unlock upon recognizing a voice password spoken by the administrator or password holder. This
system understands obstacles around the subject up to cm in front, left and right direction using a network of
ultrasonic sensors. A crystal oscillator can be used for more accurate results. This system controls the street
lights using light dependent resistor and PIR sensor. This system displays the digits from 0 to 9 continuously
with a predefined delay. The above list is compiled by our developers and researchers to help you choose the
best microcontroller based projects for your research and development. A traffic light control algorithm based
on speed of vehicles and its simulation are presented. A ZigBee based communication can be established to a
remote control station and the data can be monitored. A microcontroller based beacon flasher is developed in
this project. The project presented here can handle four electrical devices. There are several models for traffic
simulation. This project implements an automated system which checks for alcohol level of the driver and the
engine will be turned ON only if the alcohol level is below some limit. The aim of this project is to design a
real time battery monitoring system with low voltage alert system. Nowadays and rising continuously with rise
in urbanization. Basically the paper is divided into two categories: one for the owner and the other for the
guest. Using Global Positioning System GPS the current location of the fishermen's boat is calculated and then
it is compared with official boundary values. The robot consists of a car with onboard visual sensor to see the
planned path. This proposed system uses AT89S52 microcontroller based embedded system to process real
time data collected using ultrasonic sensor network. With the advent in technology, the existing systems are
developed to have in built intelligence. The above listed projects are electronics systems that use a variety of
microcontrollers to demonstrate various systems. Related Papers.


